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The Astro Space Camp is  the Space Exploration Program to
elevate and foster the space knowledge and research
universally.  The Camp emphasizes  on providing an
innovative and exciting hands-on Space education as well  as
update our present generation students about the National
and Global  advancements.    
 
SSERD is  one of  a  kind in the country that  organizes Astro
Space Camp which defines what Space is  and what are the
branches of  Space Science.  Students wil l  be taught about the
topics under Aeronautics,  Space Technology and Astronomy.
Few Special  programs l ike Sky Gazing,  Space Talk,  Space
Trek are also included.   To highlight one of  our principal
objectives,  we create and nurture the love for the deep
space and its  science across various parts  of  India.  One of
our key aims is  to initiate and develop the love for space
among young minds starting right from their  primary
schooling and immediately expose them to the ravishing and
never-ending world of  Space Science through teaching Space
as we are going to be part  of  Space Revolution.  Students
explore about various career options they can have in the
Space Domain.  
 
Astro Space Camp Version 1 .0  was  organized in  Bengaluru,
India in the year 2017 with 92 Students coming from all  parts
of  India.  Later Version 2 .0 in 2018 happened in 7  various
locations with in Karnataka State but it  had over 180+
students who participated from all  over India and SSERD
also had its   First   ever International  Program; Astro Space
Camp in Phil ippines that  had 30 participants from Cebu city
and near by Islands.   
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With the increasing number of  students who have been
showing interest  in Space and the response that  SSERD
Team been receiving let  to Astro Space Camp Version
3.0.  Students from ages 8  to 15  were part  of  15  Astro
Space Camps that happened across 5  major cities  in
India and 2nd Astro Space Camp in Phil ippines.  The
SSERD team considers the camp as a  milestone and a
unique one because in the span of  2  Months of  the
Summer,  SSERD rendered optimized service.  The camp
was fun packed,  entertaining and knowledge harvesting.
The kids were very curious and enthusiastic  which made
it  special .  SSERD’s aim being to reach out students more
practically through hands on activities  was kept in mind
while designing the whole structure for Astro Space
Camp. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
-  Sujay Sreedhar & Nikhitha C
   The Founders of  SSERD
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Hands -On Workshops

AERO-MODELING 

Students learn the theory
behind the aeronautics and
design their own gliders from
Balsa Wood. Gliders which glides
for longer duration will be the
best and they get the price. 

HYDRO ROCKETRY  
Students think the paper plane
that they make is a rocket, but
during this workshop is when
they learn what is an actual
Rocket and how it works. 

They learn the history of the rockets
and the principles behind the
working of Real Rockets. To give
them an hands-on experience,
students are also taught about Hydro
Rockets which works with the help of
Water and Compressed air. They
design their own Aerodynamic
Rocket and Launch them. Splashes of
Water is what they love while the
rocket takes a beautiful trajectory
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Hands -On Workshops

CHEMICAL ROCKETRY  
The Chemical Rocketry comes under Level 2 of the Astro Space Camp.
Once students understand the working nature in level 1, they now try to
design the Rocket and conduct simulations through Applications. The
same rocket design will be made and Launched. 
We strictly don't recommend students to perform this without our
guidance and students of age 13 and above are only allowed to learn
Chemical Rocketry.
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Hands -On Workshops

OBSERVATION OF SUN 

3D PRINTING   

The birth of a star and the origin of
our star - The Sun was taught. The
composition and the life cycle of
the star was explained with live
explanations  of observation of the
Sun, Sun Spots, Eclipses , Transit
and Shadow Experiments. 

Students  were taught about the
importance of 3D Printing, 3D
filaments etc with live demo of
designing a model and printing.
Every Student were given away
with one 3D printed model of a
space stuttle or a satellite. 

PAYLOAD RECOVERY

If anything that's falling from
heights  has to be safe, we mus
use Parachutes. Students learn
the applications of Parachutes,
Design the parachute based on
the weight of the Payload and
deploy them. 
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ASTRONOMY, TELESCOPE AND SKY GAZING   

Hands -On Workshops

After the session on Astronomy, Students are taught about the nature of
Light  and Optics. After which students will be introduced to Telescopes.
Students make their own telescopes with the required optical
instruments. 
Students are taught how to use a telescope and how to calibrate. In the
month of April and May, with the Jupiter, Saturn, Venus and the Moon
in the Midnight Sky was amazing, students enjoyed the observation of
the planets and  the moon.  
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Hands -On Workshops
UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLES

STAR WHEEL    

The  advantages and applications of of UAV's is very prominent in
today's world, students learn how they work, application of UAV's and
how to fly.

The Stars and constellations are explained. Students are also taught how
to observe and identify the constellations with respect to time and
location using the software applications and the Star Wheels. 
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Hands -On Workshops
CAMPING   

ASTRONOMY FOR KIDS    
Students of age 4-6 would like to learn about Space, we teach them in
a completely different way. After learning they make their own Solar
Systems, Constellations, Parachutes and Rockets. With SSERD age is
just a number to learn about Space for those who are curious. 

We take students out for Sky Gazing away from the city's Light
Pollution. Students love pitching their own tent, learning about
Astronomy , Gazing the Sky and Watching the Space Movie under the
Stars. 
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Hands -On Workshops
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Camp List - 2019
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Astro Space Camp - 1 at Delhi World Public School, Bangalore

Astro Space Camp - 2 at Village Story, Bangalore
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Astro Space Camp - 3 at Adyathmika Yoga, Bangalore

Astro Space Camp - 4 at Fun terrain, Mysore
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Astro Space Camp - 6 at SSERD Space Lab, Bangalore

Astro Space Camp - 5 at SSERD Space Lab, Bangalore
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Astro Space Camp - 9 at 
Nehamrit Farms, Mumbai

Astro Space Camp - 7 at
Alliance University, Bangalore

Astro Space Camp - 8 at 
VR Bengaluru Mall, Bangalore

 Astro Space Camp - 10 at  
 OI Play School - Sahakarnagar, Bangalore
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Residential Astro Space Camp - 11 at Urban Valley Resort, Bangalore
 

This was our first Residential - Astro Space Camp for limited
number of Participants. Students learnt new topics like Space
Farming Simulation, Under Water Simulations and Team
Working in the camp. 
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 Astro Space Camp - 12 at K.R.M Public School, Chennai
 

 Astro Space Camp - 13 at IGnited Minds, Kanpur
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Philippines - 2.0

Astro Space Camp Version 2.0 was organized in Cebu City,
Philippines, where we had junior and senior batches. Juniors
had lots of fun making models and testing them while the
Seniors were learning the topics in depth. Participants had
joined from the near by cities of Cebu and near by Islands. 
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Astro Space Camp Version 1.0 had 20 participants but Version
2.0 brought in about over 70 participants. The Organizing
Team headed by Ashley and Julie had an amazing experience.
Mr. Sujay Sreedhar visited Philippines and introduced the
team to several new topics like Cube Sats and Telemetry. 
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 Astro Space Camp - 14 at SSERD Space Lab, Bangalore
 

 Astro Space Camp - 15 at  Vindyaa Academy, Bangalore
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Feedback &
Collaborations 
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"The Astro Space camp in Chennai
was a treat for me during the long
vacation from my 10th to 11th class
and getting to know about the
adventures of our human race into
Space exploration had benefited me
in being an extrovert as I was not
opening up until my 9th grade. So,
the session that I loved was the
presentation of Indian Astronomy
and components of rockets as well as
functions of the satellite. 
 
 

Students Feedbacks

The session on hydro rockets, things were a realistic and
practical experience for me. I liked the 'fin' theory to propel
or to use aerodynamics to stabilize any flying object.  I got
to see the entropy happening in and around chuck gliders. I
was astonished by the malleability of the Balsa wood used to
make gliders efficiently. Before the sky-gazing session, you
displayed the objects present in-universe that seemed like we
were inside a mini Planetarium. 
 
I did a small research on how the Earth looked in the future
at an app in my smartphone and gone to the year 9000 AD
when the Sun rises in Tamil Nadu at 13:30 hours and set at
02:00 hours! and figured out that Earth is changing her
orbit slowly. the motivation given by the team during the
camp had given me a lot of self-confidence and extensive
knowledge about the cosmos.Thank you for your support and
guidance. Overall the exposure of this camp got me
"mindblowing"
Thanking You
 
- S Kailash
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Volunteers Feedback

My experience with SSERD was really amazing. I learnt a lot of
new things, i explored a lot and i discovered new ways to approach
any task. I could judge myself where do i stand and what should be
a few key points I need to work on. At times i would get frustrated
but I learnt from you how to keep calm at those times and also
make the same fun. I also learnt no task given to person is small. I
wasn't restricted for anything. I could open with my suggestions.
Everybody was so nice, they would consider my opinions as well.
I met a lot of people and interacting with them gained me so much
knowledge.
I am thankful to SSERD for the exposure and i wish to continue
volunteering the next year as well.
Hrithik, 
Volunteer - ASC2019
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Speakers Feedbacks

SSERD Space Talk brings speakers from various backgrounds and they
speak about Space related topics. This year we had Allyson Reneau,
Former NASA International Relationship Manager with us to speak to
Students about Space and the Projects happening in NASA. Students
loved her talk and many of the Girl Participants were Motivated. We are
so grateful to Ally as she has uplifted the spirit of all the participants
and the team members of Astro Space Camp 

"To Nikhitha, Sujay and all of the
wonderful Team members of SSERD,

Thank you for an amazing experience at
Astro Space Camp. You have created
and obtained something that is very

special and will change so many lives.
Keep Up the great work and dream big. 

Love You, 
- Ally
04-22-2019" 
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The Astro Space Camps in these many locations in Summer
2019 was solely made possible because of the interest shown by
all our hosts. SSERD team would like to convey special thanks
to all them.  

Collaborations

NEHAMRIT
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Organizing Team  
Sujay Sreedhar        Nikhitha         Mahesh        
 Sanjay        Mohan K       Ashley        Jia         Gowri  
Shankar    Shobha      Hrithik     Ameen    
 Viswadeep     Priyesh       Sundar       Varsha 
 

EDUCATE | INSPIRE | INNOVATE
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Explore the SPACE WITH US

/SSERD.ORG /SSERD_ORG /SSERD_ORG /SSERD

astrospacecamp.com
sserd.org

astrospacecamp@sserd.org
info@sserd.org

+91 8861963216  / +91 7356022339 


